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Summary

Idea: sustainable debt (economic stability) versus excessive
debt (economic instability)

Authors propose to distinghuish these based on financial
obligations ratios (measure of aggregate liquidity constraints)

Smooth transition regression model

Above threshold, interaction between credit loss and the
business cycle intensifies

Empirical results: threshold exceedances 1–2 years prior to
recession (3/3 for business loans, 2/3 for household loans)
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Main lessons

Leverage ratios may not be the most suitable variables to signal
impending crises

Confirmed empirically to the extent that measures of leverage
lead to poor fits and/or threshold estimates outside data range

Financial obligations ratios seem more relevant, as they appear
to be associated with regime shifts in the dynamics in the credit
loss rates accompanying financial distress

Role of nonlinearity pointing towards bounded rationality and
heterogeneity

Possible basis for Early Warning Systems (EWSs)
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Data mining?

Model estimates presented are selected based on

Significance of test for linearity against a smooth transition
regression (STR) alternative (Table 2)

Estimated threshold variable being within data range

Higher likelihood (better fit)
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Combining indicators?

The authors sequentially try different financial obligations ratio’s as
threshold variables

Why not model the threshold variable as a linear combination of
(some of) the available obligation ratio’s?
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Threshold model parameter estimates

Why are the estimates for κ2 in Table 3 so close? Is there some
universal principle underlying these values?

The transitions between regimes are claimed to be ‘rather fast’.
But how can we judge that just from κ1? This would depend on
the range of the threshold variable.

A scatterplot of (τt, ϕ(τt)) might be helpful to judge how fast the
regime transition is relative to the spread in τt.
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The estimated transition functions
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Where are we now?
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How to construct an operational Early Warning
System based on the results?

Most of the threshold exceedances discussed are in-sample

What would be the out-of-sample performance of an Early
Warning System based on the proposed methodology, i.e. using
only info available at the time?

One tentative test of the out-of-sample performance is
mentioned (prediction of the deep recession of the early 80’s)

However, no details are given regarding e.g. how to deal with the
(non-causal) Hodrick-Prescott filtering in a real out-of-sample
setting

Timing: even if a build-up of tension can be detected, it may be
hard to predict when the system will collapse
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Conclusions/policy implications

Financial obligations ratios may be more suited to monitoring the
build-up of instabilities than leverage ratios

Empirical evidence for nonlinearity in the interaction between
credit loss and the business cycle (different dynamic regimes)

Recurrent nature of debt accumulation inconsistent with most
theoretical models

Models explicitly taking into account bounded rationality and
heterogeneity are promising

Financial obligations ratios may be used as Early Warning
indicators, but implementation requires further work, in particular
regarding out-of-sample evaluation
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